▪

Please complete an adoption application and please be thoughtful and honest. Applicants must
be 21 years old to adopt. The person applying must be the primary caretaker of the cats/kittens
and must be the person ultimately responsible for the wellbeing of the cats/ kittens.

▪

It typically takes several days to review an application and call references. While we strive to
complete our reviews as expeditiously as possible, in certain circumstances it may take longer.

▪

Applications are prioritized according to a number of factors, including but not limited to when
you can adopt, which cat or kitten you want to adopt, the cats and kittens we currently have
available, as well as other considerations impacting our workload.

▪

Please answer ALL the application questions, including information concerning past pets and
whether or not you are on Instagram and/or Facebook (including your handle or the name on
your account). We cannot consider incomplete applications.

▪

If you are a pet owner please provide your current veterinarian name and number.

▪

Please make sure that pets are allowed in your building and that your roommates are aware of
and happy about a new pet at home.

▪

One of the references should be a family member. Please provide the first and last names of
your references and tell us how you know them. We will call all references. Please alert them to
expect a call from us.

▪

Adopters and references need to be able to communicate in English, as we do not have
capabilities in other languages.

▪

You are expected to pick up (receive) a new pet within 2 days from application approval so our
fosters can take in new cats.

▪

Please be prepared to provide a copy of your driver’s license or ID to confirm identity and
address.

▪

All cats are dewormed, treated for fleas/ticks, tested for FIV/FELV and are negative unless
otherwise noted, vaccinated (age appropriate), microchipped and sterilized (if old enough). We
will arrange later dates for the spay/neuter of kittens who are too young for sterilization at time
of adoption

▪

The adoption fee is $150 and helps cover our rescue costs (vetting, vaccinations, microchips,
sterilization, etc). The fee should be submitted prior to or at the time of the pet pickup.

▪

All kittens under 5 months old must be adopted with another kitten or a cat unless you have a
kitten-loving pet at home.

▪

We reserve the right to decline applications which we determine to be not in the best interest of
our cats and kittens.

